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BARCODE
SCANNER / PRINTER
Barcode scanning and printing system puts an end to inputing 
dimensions on software for specific boxes every single time. 
You can scan product barcodes on your products, and the soft-
ware will bring required (predefined/saved) box model and its 
dimensions to screen automatically. The package you need is 
produced in a single operation. In addition, you can print labels 
with company logo, barcode, box dimensions for each box you 
produce.

CNC 
CARDBOARD BOX
CUTTING MACHINE



DUAL
FEEDING

2 OR 3 CARDBOARD BOXES
PRODUCED AT THE SAME TIME

Specifically designed cutting and creasing units allow users to produce up to 
3 boxes at the same time, and the design of units provides users with a wider 
variety of box production. Positioning of blades is fast and precise.

Dual Feeding allows users to have two 
different z-fold cardboard raw materi-
als with different specifications at-
tached to Intelpack Z-Pro at the same 
time. 
Production is carried out by choosing 
the required raw material on the 
software without losing time and en-
ergy in changing cardboard raw 
materials.



C-BOX

C-BOX
Advanced
Box Production
Software

Main page which is designed for preparation of work 
allows users to specify details such as width, height 
and model of boxes. Users can create and save new 
files of specific boxes that are ready to be produced 
right away.

Users are able to operate flexible productions with over 
a hundred box models ready in Bala CBOX software.
Moreover, users can create new box models with Bala 
Box Creator software.

All the system settings of machines can be automati-
cally or manually adjusted on Settings page such as 
pressure parameters (manually), positions and cali-
bration of the knives on X and Y axises (automati-
cally).

Users can sort daily package lists to be produced on 
Work List page, and add new package lists to the pro-
gram via remote connection or by USB data transfer.

Unlimited saving capability of the software allows us-
ers to access all the boxes (with specific dimensions 
and models) that users save at any time, and users 
can easily take them into production again.

Users can follow daily production data on Reporting 
page, and export production data as reports. Users 
are able to see production time or quantities of each 
box or each job on the software.


